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MEETING NOTES 

RESIDENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE  
KCHA – Snoquamalie Room                ■  July 16, 2014     ■ 5:00 PM – 6:30 PM 

 
Members Present: Sharon Bosteder, Elsie Linebarger, David Madison, Linde Radelich, TerryLynn 
Stewart, Eugene Young 

KCHA Staff: Rickie Robinson, Jenn Ramirez Robson, MaiLing Martin, Judi Jones, Tan Nguyen 

 

KEY POINTS DISCUSSED 

NO. TOPIC HIGHLIGHTS 

1 
Welcome, Introductions, 
Review Notes 

 April 2014  

2 
Family Definition 
Changes 

 Brief Overview 

3 Other Business   

 
Welcome and Introductions – Rickie Robinson welcomed everyone to the meeting.  Rickie also 
introduced Jenn Ramirez Robson as the new Director of Resident Services. Jenn gave a brief 
introduction of her background. Introductions were made around the room 
 
Family Definition Changes – Judi Jones presented a brief overview of the suggested changes to the 
definition of family. Judi started off by mentioning that she will be backing away from writing the MTW 
plan which will be taken up by Megan Hyla. 
 
One of the things on the 2014 MTW plan was a change in how the Housing Authority views a family. 
When a policy change is made in Section 8, the Housing Authority tries to make a similar change on the 
public housing side as well so that each program is equally beneficial.  
 
The reason for the proposed changes to the definition of family is because partly due to the continued 
reduction in funding and that the truly needy are not getting their turn at a voucher or public housing 
such as elderly, disabled and families with young children. The first step would be targeting at initial 
eligibility which means that only households that meet this new criteria would be able to apply. A few 
years ago there was a rule that you couldn’t be a single individual to apply for housing but two or three 
single fully able people started applying as household and bypassing the intent of the new rule.  
 
There are people that are already housed that don’t meet the new proposed criteria. The question is 
how do we allow and how long should they be allowed to stay before moving off the program. The 
housing authority recognizes that there will be some cases where there will be exceptions. The intent 
is not to pull the assistance from a family that is truly working to become self-sufficient or may be 
participating on program that are supported such as FSS (Family Self-Sufficiency) or ROP (Resident 
Opportunity Plan). 
 
The Housing Authority is looking to also expanding the definition of dependent from 18 to under the 
age of 23 which would allow a student who graduated from high school to follow and complete a 
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college education and then transition out. On top of that, the Housing Authority recognizes that there 
may be a “58 year-old person” that raised their family in public housing and to have that person turn 
around and become self-sufficient right away may be very difficult. Therefore, the Housing Authority is 
looking to also change the requirement for those currently in our programs from elderly to near elderly 
(55-62 years old). This is meant to protect current residents or Section 8 voucher holders that are 
nearing retirement age. Judi explained that Section 8 households can income out when they begin 
paying contract rent. The voucher is then discontinued. On public housing families don’t income out 
because there is no voucher to discontinue. With our rent policy and the income tiers, once a family’s 
income is up to that level where they could pay for rent in the private market, the rent in public 
housing is actually more than the private market. There are no more flat rent households. Judi 
explained that these changes will be brought to the Board of Commissioners in August. If approved, 
the change would take effect September 1, 2014 for applicants and those on the waitlist. 
 
The Housing Authority recognizes that for those families currently housed or on a program, we cannot 
implement these changes immediately and expect them to move out. We are developing a transition 
plan for those already in occupancy that do not meet the new criteria. Resident Services will be 
brought in to help these households to create a softer landing outside of the housing programs. If 
approved, suggested changes would be streamlined over a period of time to give those affected some 
time to adjust and possibly move off of the subsidies. There are households in the system right now 
that do not indicate that there is an elderly or disabled person, but might possibly have an 
undiagnosed disability or elderly member. Resident Services will be working with these households to 
make sure that we are not discontinuing a voucher or asking a household to move that truly qualifies.  
 
KCHA is seeing a number of households that have been treating vouchers or public housing units as 
family heirlooms and being passed from generation to generations allowing people to essentially 
bypass the waitlist. As presented that the RAC meeting in April, KCHA is writing policy changes to 
prevent new family members such as aunts, uncles, cousins, and siblings from taking over the voucher 
when the original voucher holder vacates.  KCHA is proposing changes that would limit issuance of 
vouchers to families with children under 18, to those 62 and older, or to those whose head or spouse is 
disabled. Once on the program, the family would have to remain eligible and only those original 
household members would retain residual rights. KCHA would still allow family members to be added 
to the unit, however, only those related by birth, adoption, marriage, foster or legal custody would 
increase the voucher size and be allowed residual rights to the voucher. Families may add other 
relatives but it would not increase the voucher size nor would they be allowed any residual rights to 
the voucher. It is the responsibility of the family to report changes in family compositions.  
 
KCHA is also talking and looking at changes to the current public housing lease to consolidate the 
various addendums (rent, non-smoking policy) in a single document. The pet policy will still be a stand-
alone contract. Something that might be added to the lease is a clause that requires children to be 
enrolled and attending school.  A draft is being sent to the attorneys for review. A copy of the 
proposed lease might be available for review by the end of August. Residents will be given 30 days for 
public comment just like the MTW plan. When the lease is close to be finalized, it will be presented to 
the residents. Cindy asked about the different sites with the unique requirements. Judi said this would 
be addressed with broader language.  
 
Other Business – The April 2014 notes were approved. 


